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Abstract: We nd supertubes with arbitrary cross section; the stability against the
D2-brane tension is due to a compensation by the local momentum generated by
Born-Infeld elds. Stability against long-range supergravity forces is also established.
We nd the corresponding solutions of the N = 1 M(atrix) model. The supersymmetric
D2/D2 system is a special case of the general supertube, and we show that there are no
open-string tachyons in this system via a computation of the open-string one-loop vacuum
energy.




A collection of branes may (under some circumstances) nd it energetically favourable
to expand to form a brane of higher dimension [1, 2]. This ‘brane expansion’ plays a
fundamental role in a number of phenomena, such as the behaviour of gravitons at high
energies in certain backgrounds [3] or the string realization of the vacuum structure of
N=1 four-dimensional gauge theories [4]. The presence of the new brane ‘created’ by
the expansion is implied by the fact that the expanded system couples locally to higher-
rank gauge elds under which the original constituents are neutral1. For a large number
of constituent branes there may then be an eective description in terms of the higher-
dimensional brane in which the original branes have become fluxes of various types. Since
no net higher-dimensional brane charge is created by the process of expansion, at least one
of the dimensions of the higher-dimensional brane must be compact and homologically
trivial.
Although the phenomenon of brane expansion was originally discovered in the con-
text of supersymmetric theories, early examples of ‘expanded-brane’ congurations were
not themselves supersymmetric, and hence unlikely to be stable. Supersymmetric ex-
panded brane congurations in anti-de Sitter (AdS) space have been found [3, 4] but
the AdS background implies non-vanishing Ramond-Ramond elds, making any conven-
tional string theory analysis dicult. At present, the only example of a supersymmetric
expanded brane conguration in a vacuum background is the D2-brane ‘supertube’ of [6],
which was provided with a Matrix Theory interpretation in [7]. Supertubes are collections
of type IIA fundamental strings and D0-branes which have been expanded, in the IIA
Minkowski vacuum, to tubular 1/4-supersymmetric D2-branes by the addition of angular
momentum2.
The simplest potential instability of any expanded brane conguration is that caused
by brane tension, which tends to force the system to contract. The presence or absence of
1This feature is absent from a phenomenon such as the enhanc¸on [5] which some authors also refer to
as ‘brane expansion’.
2Non-supersymmetric brane expansion by angular momentum in Minkowski space was considered
previously in [8].
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this instability is captured by the low-energy eective action for the brane in question, e.g.
the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action for D-branes. The D2-brane DBI action is what was
used in [6] to nd the D2-brane supertube (with circular cross-section) and to establish its
supersymmetry. Although the original supertube was assumed to have a circular cross-
section, it was shown in [9], in the Matrix Theory context, that an elliptical cross-section
is also possible. One purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [6] to show that
1/4-supersymmetric supertubes may have an arbitrary cross-section. The stability of the
original supertube was attributed to the angular momentum generated by the Born-Infeld
(BI) elds. Although this is still true, the stability of the general supertube congurations
is less easily understood; as we shall see the D2-brane tension is not isotropic and the
supertube behaves in some respects like a tensionless brane. We also nd these general
supertube congurations as solutions of the light-front gauge-xed eleven-dimensional
supermembrane equations. As this is the N = 1 limit of the Matrix model, we thus
make contact with the Matrix Theory approach of [7, 9].
A second potential instability is that associated to the long-range forces between
dierent regions of an expanded brane (or between dierent expanded branes) due to
the exchange of massless particles. In the case of the D2-brane supertube these are
particles in the closed IIA superstring spectrum. Whether or not this instability occurs
may be determined by considering the D2-brane supertube in the context of the eective
IIA supergravity theory. This aspect of the supertube was considered in [10], where
a 1/4-supersymmetric supergravity solution for a general multi-supertube system was
constructed and stability against supergravity forces conrmed3.
In the case of D-branes (at least) there is a third more dramatic and purely ‘stringy’
potential instability of an expanded brane conguration arising from the fact that opposite
sides (along one of the compact directions) of the (higher-dimensional) D-brane behave
locally as a brane/anti-brane pair. For suciently small separation there are tachyons
in the open strings between a D-brane and an anti-D-brane, so a suciently compact
expanded D-brane conguration is potentially unstable against tachyon condensation [11].
One purpose of this paper is to examine this issue for the D2-brane supertube. One would
certainly expect it to be stable given that it preserves supersymmetry, but supersymmetry
has been established only within the context of the eective DBI action and the eective
supergravity theory. Thus the preservation of supersymmetry could be an artifact of these
eective theories that is not reproduced within the full string theory; the stability of the
supertube in the full IIA string theory is therefore not guaranteed a priori.
The main obstacle to a full string theory analysis of the supertube is that, as for any
other expanded brane conguration, the D-brane surface must be (extrinsically) curved,
so even though we have the advantage of a vacuum spacetime background the quantization
of open strings attached to the D2-brane supertube is a dicult problem. However, it
3Multi-supertube systems have been considered in the context of Matrix Theory in [7].
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seems reasonable to suppose that any tachyons in the supertube system would also appear
in the case in which the D2-brane is locally approximated by a flat ‘tangent-brane’. In
fact, because the cross-section of the supertube is arbitrary we may take a limiting case in
which the tube becomes a pair of D2-branes which intersect at an arbitrary angle ; the
particular case  =  corresponds to a parallel D2/anti-D2 pair, discussed in [9] in the
Matrix model context. Another purpose of this paper is to show that there is no tachyon
in this system for any angle. We establish this by computing the one-loop vacuum energy
of the open strings stretched between the D2-branes.
2. Supertubes with Arbitrary Cross-sections
In the original paper on supertubes [6] only circular cross-sections were considered. This
was later generalized in the context of Matrix theory [9] to elliptical cross-sections. The
purpose of this section is to show that any tubular D2-brane with an arbitrary cross-
section carrying the appropriate string and D0-brane charges is also 1/4-supersymmetric.
This point is not immediately obvious from the approach in [9] and it was missed in the
DBI analysis of [6].
Consider a D2-brane with worldvolume coordinates (t; z; ) in the type IIA Minkowski
vacuum. We write the spacetime metric as
ds210 = −dT 2 + dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 + d~  d~ ; (2.1)
and set
T = t ; Z = z ; X = X() ; Y = Y () ; ~ = constant : (2.2)
This describes a static tubular D2-brane whose axis is aligned with the Z-direction and
whose cross-section is an arbitrary curve (X(); Y ()) in the XY -plane (see Figure 1).
Due to the reparametrization invariance on the D2-brane worldvolume we assume that this
curve is anely parametrized; this implies no loss of generality and makes the arguments
more transparent. Although the term ‘tubular’ is strictly appropriate only when the curve
is closed, we will use it to refer to any of these congurations.
We will also allow for time- and z-independent electric (in the Z-direction) and mag-
netic elds, so the BI eld-strength on the D2-brane is
F = E dt ^ dz + B() dz ^ d : (2.3)
As we will see in more detail below, this corresponds to having string charge in the Z-
direction and D0-brane charge dissolved in the D2-brane. Note that, under the assumption
of time- and z-independence, closure of F implies that E must be constant but still allows




( X(  ) ,Y(  ) )σ σ
Figure 1: Supertube with arbitrary cross-section (X(σ), Y (σ)) in the XY -plane.
The supersymmetries of the IIA Minkowski vacuum preserved by a D2-brane congu-
ration are those generated by (constant) Killing spinors  satisfying Γ = , where Γ is the
matrix appearing in the ‘kappa-symmetry’ transformation of the D2-brane worldvolume
spinors [12]. For the conguration of interest here this condition reduces to
0 = (X 0ΓX + Y 0ΓY ) Γ\ (ΓTZΓ\ + E) 
+

B ΓT Γ\ −
p
(1− E2)(X 02 + Y 02) + B2

 ; (2.4)
where ΓT ; ΓX ; ΓY and ΓZ are (constant) ten-dimensional Minkowski spacetime Dirac ma-
trices, Γ\ is the chirality matrix in ten dimensions, and the prime denotes dierentiation
with respect to .
The supersymmetry preservation equation (2.4) is satised for any arbitrary curve
(X(); Y ()) provided that we set jEj = 1, impose the two conditions
ΓTZΓ\  = −sgn(E)  ; ΓT Γ\  = sgn(B)  (2.5)
on the Killing spinors, and demand that B() is a constant-sign, but otherwise completely
arbitrary, function of . We would like to emphasize that jEj = 1 is not a critical electric
eld in the presence of a non-zero magnetic eld B, which is the only case that we will
consider in this paper.
The two conditions (2.5) on  correspond to string charge along the Z-direction and
to D0-brane charge, respectively, and preserve 1/4 of the supersymmetry4. Note that
4The equation (2.4) admits other types of solutions for particular forms of the cross-section. For
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the D2-brane projector does not appear; we shall come back to this issue later. It is
straightforward to check that this conguration satises the equations of motion derived
from the D2-brane action, which (for unit surface tension) is
SD2 =
Z




− det(g + F ) ; (2.6)
where
ds2(g) = −dt2 + dz2 + (X 02 + Y 02)d2 (2.7)
is the induced metric on the D2-brane worldvolume.
Thus, we conclude that a D2-brane with an arbitrary shape in the XY -plane and an
arbitrary magnetic eld B() preserves 1/4 of the supersymmetries of the IIA vacuum,
and therefore must be stable. In ‘normal’ circumstances this would be impossible because
of the D2-brane tension. In the present case this tension is exactly balanced by the
‘centrifugal’ force associated to the linear momentum density carried by the supertube,
as we show below. The origin of this momentum is not time-dependence (which would
generically be incompatible with supersymmetry) but the Poynting vector generated by
the crossed static electric and magnetic elds on the D2-brane.
The linear momentum densities in the X- and Y -directions are easily computed by












(1−E2)(X 02 + Y 02) + B2 ; PY =
BEY 0p
(1− E2)(X 02 + Y 02) + B2 : (2.9)





E(X 02 + Y 02)p
(1− E2)(X 02 + Y 02) + B2 : (2.10)
For supersymmetric congurations jEj = 1 and the momenta (2.9) become
PX = sgn(B) X
0 ; PY = sgn(B) Y 0 : (2.11)
example, if this is a straight line in the XY -plane and B is constant, then the fraction of preserved
supersymmetry is 1/2, corresponding to an infinite planar D2-brane with a homogeneous density of
bound strings and D0-branes. In this paper we will concentrate on the generic case of an arbitrary
cross-section.
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This combined with (2.10) yields
jBj = P 2X + P 2Y = X 02 + Y 02 = 1 ; (2.12)
where in the last equality we have assumed ane parametrization.
The stability of the supertube with an arbitrary shape may now be understood in
‘mechanical’ terms as follows. The conserved string charge and the D0-brane charge per





d  ; qD0  1
2
Z
d B : (2.13)
The string and D0-brane charge densities () and B() generate a Poynting linear
momentum density (PX ; PY ) of magnitude jBj at each point along the cross-section.
For specied shape and magnetic eld B, supersymmetry automatically adjusts  in such
a way that the momentum density is tangent to the curve and has constant magnitude.
The fact that it is tangent means that, in a mechanical analogy, one can think of this
momentum as originating from a continuous motion of the curve along itself, similarly to
that of a fluid along a tube of xed shape. The fact that it is constant in magnitude means
that the force acting on each point of the curve must be orthogonal to the momentum:
this is precisely the force due to the D2-brane tension. In the absence of momentum, this
tension would make the curve collapse, whereas here it provides precisely the required
centripetal force to direct the motion of each point on the curve in such a way that the
curve is mapped into itself under this motion. This is how stability is achieved for an
arbitrary shape.
One consequence of the precise balance of forces discussed above is that the D2-brane
behaves as an exactly tensionless brane. To see this, it is important to remember that the
tension of a system is not the same as its energy per unit volume, and also that it may
be non-isotropic; the supertube is an example of this. The tension may be obtained from
the spatial components of the stress-energy tensor. For the supertube, we rst compute
the spacetime stress-energy tensor as





(M; N = 0; : : : ; 9) (2.14)
by momentarily allowing for a general spacetime metric in the D2-brane action and then
setting it to its Minkowski value (2.1) after computing the variation above. Now we
construct the worldvolume stress-energy tensor as a pull-back of (2.14). The result is a
diagonal tensor with components
T tt = jj+ jBj ; T zz = jj ; T σσ = 0 : (2.15)
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This result illustrates a number of points. First, the fact that T σσ vanishes means that
there is no tension in the XY -plane; this provides a more formal explanation of why an
arbitrary shape is stable. Second, the tension in the Z-direction is only due to the string
density . Hence the D2-brane does not contribute to the tension in any direction: it
has eectively become tensionless. (The fact that the D0-branes do not contribute to the
tension either should be expected: they behave like dust.) Finally, the net energy of the
supertube per unit length in the Z-direction
H =
Z
d T tt = jqF1j+ jqD0j (2.16)
saturates the lower bound which we will derive from the supersymmetry algebra at the
end of this section. In particular, it receives contributions from the strings and the D0-
branes, but not from the D2-brane. The explanation for this is that the supertube is a
true bound state in which the strictly negative energy which binds the strings and D0-
branes to the D2-brane is exactly cancelled by the strictly positive energies associated to
the mass of the D2-brane and to the presence of linear momentum.
Since the linear momentum density is tangent to the curve, it is clear that the total
linear momentum obtained by integrating (PX ; PY ) along the curve will vanish for a
closed curve. However, the system will still carry an angular momentum per unit length
in the Z-direction equal to the area enclosed by the curve. This is most clearly seen by
parametrizing the curve in polar coordinates as
X(’) = R(’) sin’ ; Y (’) = R(’) cos ’ : (2.17)
In these coordinates the angular momentum density takes the form
J = Y PX −XPY = Y X 0 −XY 0 = R2(’) ; (2.18)
where in the second equality above we have used (2.11). Hence we conclude that the total






is indeed the area enclosed by the loop.
Thus when the curve is closed there is neither a total linear momentum nor a net
D2-brane charge, since one of the D2-brane dimensions is compact. This is the reason
why the D2-brane projector does not appear in the supersymmetry conditions (2.5) and
why the energy of the system is precisely the same as that of a system consisting only
of the strings and the D0-branes. To see this, recall that supersymmetric congurations
minimize the energy subject to xed values of the central charges5 in the supersymmetry
5By this we mean charges which commute with the supersymmetry generators.
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algebra of the theory. The supertube with a closed cross-section carries exactly the same
central charges as the system consisting only of the strings and the D0-branes: the only
net charge which distinguishes them is the angular momentum, but this is not one of the
central charges in Minkowski supersymmetry6.
The case of a supertube with an open curve which extends asymptotically to innity7
is more subtle, because in this case there is both a total linear momentum and a D2-
brane net charge. The reason why the supersymmetry algebra still implies the same
bound on the energy and why there is no D2-brane projector is now a ‘cancellation’ of
the momentum and of the D2-brane charge in the supersymmetry algebra. To see this,
note that the anti-commutator of the type IIA supercharges in the presence of the central
charges Z of interest here is
fQ; Qg = ΓT ΓMPM + 1
2
ΓT ΓMNZD2MN + ΓT ΓMΓ\ZF1M + ΓT Γ\ZD0 : (2.20)
Preserved supersymmetries correspond to eigen-spinors  of this matrix with zero eigen-
value. Denoting by k the tangent direction to the D2-brane at a given point in the
XY -plane we have
fQ; Qg = P 0 + ΓT Γk (sgn(ZF1ZD0)− ΓZ) + ΓTZΓ\ZF1 + ΓT Γ\ZD0 ; (2.21)
where we have made use of the fact that Pk = sgn(ZF1ZD0) (see equation (2.12)) and
that in our conventions ZD2zk = 1 for one D2-brane. Now it is clear that if we impose the
conditions (2.5) on  then the term in brackets originating from the linear momentum
and the D2-brane charge automatically vanishes and that in order for  to have zero
eigen-value we must have
P 0 = jZF1j+ jZD0j : (2.22)
This is essentially the integrated (in the Z-direction) version of equation (2.16), and the
usual arguments show that the right-hand side is a lower bound on the energy of any
conguration with the same charges.
3. Supermembrane Analysis
We have just seen that the cross-section of a D2-brane supertube may have an arbitrary
shape. We shall now show that this result can be understood from an M-theory per-
spective via the light-front-gauge supermembrane. This analysis provides a link between
the DBI approach and the Matrix model approach, used in [7] to recover the supertube
6This should be contrasted with the case of AdS supersymmetry, for which the angular momentum is
one of the central charges. Presumably, this is related to the supersymmetry of the giant gravitons [3].
7This must indeed be the case for a non-closed curve, since by charge conservation a D2-brane cannot
have a boundary unless it ends on another appropriate brane.
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with circular cross-section and then generalized in [9] to a supertube with elliptical cross-
section. The reason that the two approaches are related is that the D2-brane DBI action
in a IIA vacuum background is equivalent to the action for the supermembrane action in
a background spacetime of the form E(1,9)S1; the former is obtained from the latter by
dualization of the scalar eld that gives the position of the membrane on the S1 factor.
But the supermembrane action in light-cone gauge is a supersymmetric gauge quantum
mechanics (SGQM) model with the group SDiff of area-preserving dieomorphisms of
the membrane as its gauge group, and this becomes a Matrix model when SDiff is ap-
proximated by SU(N) [13]. Here we shall work directly with the SDiff model, and take
the decompactication limit.






The physical worldvolume elds XI specify the position of the membrane in a 9-dimensional











where PI is the momentum space variable conjugate to X
I . The bracket ff; gg of any
two functions on the membrane is the Lie bracket
ff; gg  "ab@af@bg ; (3.3)
where a (a = 1; 2) are the (arbitrary) membrane coordinates. Although the vari-
ables (XI ; PI) span an 18-dimensional space, the physical bosonic phase space is only
16-dimensional because of the Gauss law constraintX
I
fXI ; PIg = 0 ; (3.4)
and the SDiff gauge transformation that the constraint function generates.
We begin by xing the membrane’s position on the S1. We also x its position on all
but an E3 subspace of the E8, for which we take the Cartesian coordinates to be (X; Y; Z),








Z + fX; Y g2 + fY; Zg2 + fZ; Xg2

; (3.5)
and the Gauss-law constraint is
fX; PXg+ fY; PY g+ fZ; PZg = 0 : (3.6)
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After an appropriate truncation of the fermionic sector, these are the bosonic Hamiltonian
and the Gauss-law constraint of the light-front gauge-xed D=4 supermembrane, and this
fact establishes the consistency of the truncation. We will be interested in solutions of
this truncated theory that preserve one of the two linearly-realized supersymmetries of
the D=4 supermembrane; the particular solutions that we nd will also preserve 8 of the
16 supersymmetries of the untruncated D=11 supermembrane theory, and hence 1/4 of
the supersymmetry of the M-theory vacuum.
We expect supersymmetric solutions of the membrane equations of motion to mini-
mize the energy for xed conserved charges, and we shall use this method to nd them.
Following [7] we use (3.6) to rewrite the Hamiltonian density as
H = 1
2
(PX − fZ; Xg)2 + 1
2
(PY − fZ; Y g)2 + P 2Z + fX; Y g2
+ "ab@a [Z (PX@bX + PY @bY + PZ@bZ)] : (3.7)
For xed boundary conditions at any boundary of the membrane, the energy density is
therefore minimized locally by congurations satisfying both
fX; Y g = 0 (3.8)
and
PX = fZ; Xg ; PY = fZ; Y g ; PZ = 0 : (3.9)




I (fZ2; XgdX + fZ2; Y gdY  ; (3.10)
where [: : :] indicates an evaluation at the ends of the cylinder and the integral is over the
closed cross-sectional curve in the XY -plane.
To verify that congurations satisfying (3.8) and (3.9) indeed preserve the expected
fraction of supersymmetry, we make use of the fact that the supersymmetry transforma-









 +  ; (3.11)
where  and  are two 16-component constant SO(9) spinor parameters, and γI are the
16  16 SO(9) Dirac matrices. Clearly, all of the ‘-supersymmetries’ are broken, and
the 16 components of S are the corresponding Nambu-Goldstone fermions. Setting  to











where the three Dirac matrices γi form a reducible 16-dimensional representation of the
Cliord algebra for SO(3). Making use of the relations (3.8) and (3.9), the supersymmetry
transformation (3.12) becomes
S = (PXγX + PY γY ) (1− γZ)  : (3.13)
This vanishes for parameters  satisfying
γZ =  ; (3.14)
which reduces the number of non-zero supersymmetry parameters to 8.
Let us now study some explicit solutions of the equations (3.8) and (3.9). We rst
concentrate on a circular cross-section of radius R which we initially allow to depend on
the position along the axis of the cylinder, so we choose membrane coordinates (z; ’) and
set
X = R(z) cos ’ ; Y = R(z) sin ’ ; Z = z : (3.15)
It now follows from (3.8) that R must be constant, in which case X; Y and Z satisfy
fZ; Xg = −Y ; fZ; Y g = X ; fX; Y g = 0 ; (3.16)
which implies that the angular momentum in the Z-direction is
LZ = XPY − Y PX = R2 : (3.17)
If we now replace the Poisson bracket of functions on the membrane by −i times the
commutator of NN Hermitian matrices, then we recover the Matrix theory description
of the supertube given in [7]. It is manifest from our derivation of this result that the large
N limit yields a tubular membrane with, in this case, a circular cross-section. It should
be noted, however, that the identication of this 1/4-supersymmetric tubular membrane
with the D2-brane supertube is not immediate because the latter lifts to a time-dependent
M2-brane conguration in standard Minkowski coordinates [6]. Moreover, there exist 1/4-
supersymmetric tubular solutions of the DBI equations for non-constant R(z) [6], whereas
supersymmetry forces constant R in the Matrix model approach. Thus, the equations
(3.8) and (3.9) do not capture all possibilities for supersymmetric tubular D2-branes.
However, the method does capture the possibility of an arbitrary cross-section. Indeed,
choose membrane coordinates (z; ) and set
X = X() ; Y = Y () ; Z = z : (3.18)
An argument analogous to that which led to (2.11) shows that we then have
PX = X
0 ; PY = Y 0 : (3.19)
It is now immediate to verify that (3.18) and (3.19) solve the supersymmetry equations
(3.8) and (3.9).
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4. Brane Configurations and Boundary States
In this section we compute the vacuum energy of the open strings stretched between
tangent planes of the supertube. We follow closely the light-cone gauge boundary state
formalism of [14].
4.1. Generalities
The boundary states constructed in [14] in the light-cone gauge formalism describe ‘p+1’
instantons with Euclidean worldvolume. Since each such (p + 1)-instanton is related to
an ordinary Dp-brane with Lorentzian worldvolume by a double Wick rotation we shall
just use the term Dp-brane in the following.
In the light-cone description the spacetime coordinates are divided into the light-cone
coordinates X+; X− and the transverse coordinates XI (I = 1; : : : ; 8). We shall further
separate the latter into coordinates X i (i = 1; : : : ; p + 1) parallel to the Dp-brane and
coordinates Xn (n = p + 2; : : : ; 8) transverse to it.
The boundary state jBi corresponding to an innite planar Dp-brane or anti-Dp-
brane is completely determined by the orientation of the brane in spacetime and by
the worldvolume BI 2-form eld-strength Fij . This information is encoded in a Spin(8)
rotation constructed as follows.








where Iq is the (q  q)-dimensional identity matrix and
Mij = −

(1− F )(1 + F )−1
ij
: (4.2)
The rotation MIJ lifts to two dierent elements of Spin(8) diering by a sign, which
in turn give rise to two dierent elements in the spinor representation of Spin(8), also










where KL are the generators of Spin(8) in the vector representation and ΩKL = −ΩLK
are constants, then these two elements are










where γIJ are the generators of SO(8) in the spinor representation. The two possible
choices of sign in (4.4) correspond to the possibilities of having a D-brane or an anti-D-
brane. In the particular case in which F = 0 we have
Maa˙ = 
(
γ1γ2    γp+1
aa˙
: (4.5)
Consider now a Dp-brane with an arbitrary orientation obtained from the previous
one by an SO(8) rotation m(), specied by some angles collectively denoted by . Then
the corresponding matrix M() is
M() = m−1() M m() : (4.6)
In particular, when F = 0, a rotation of angle  =  on a 2-plane with one direction
parallel to the brane and another direction orthogonal to it leaves MIJ invariant but
reverses the sign of Maa˙, and hence it transforms a D-brane into an anti-D-brane and
viceversa. This is the generalization, to branes of any dimension, of the familiar fact that
reversing the orientation of a string tranforms it into an anti-string.
The boundary state is completely specied once M is known, and takes the form








−n − iSa−n ~S a˙−n

jB0i ; (4.7)
where the delta function above has support on the worldvolume of the brane (see the
Appendix for details), and the zero-mode factor is
jB0i = C (MIJ jIijJi+ iMa˙aj _aijai) : (4.8)




det(1 + F ) : (4.9)






































This satises the group property R(M1 )R(M2 ) = R(M1M2 ).
The vacuum energy of a system consisting of two D-branes is due (to the lowest order







hB2 je−(P−cl−p−)tjB1 i ; (4.12)
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where jBki (k = 1; 2) is the boundary state for the k -th brane, characterized by a matrix
Mk . Z factorizes as
Z = Z0 Zosc ; (4.13)
where the zero-mode factor







depends separately on F1 and F2 , whereas Zosc depends only on the relative rotation
Mrel  MT2 M1 (4.15)
between the branes.
4.2. Vacuum Energy
As explained in the Introduction, in order to gain some understanding about the possible
presence of tachyons in the spectrum of open strings stretched between arbitrary points
of a supertube, one can approximate the worldvolume at each of these points by that of
an innite planar D2-brane carrying string and D0-brane charges. In this section we will
show that the vacuum energy of two such branes vanishes.
It is clear that the two D2-branes of interest will share the time direction, which in our
Euclidean formulation we may take to be X1. They will also share one spatial direction,
X2 say, corresponding to the axis of the supertube. Finally, the one remaining direction
along each brane will form an arbitrary angle  with each other in the, say, X3-X4 plane
(see gure 2). The particular case  =  corresponds to a parallel D2/anti-D2 pair.
In order to construct the boundary states describing each brane, we assume without
loss of generality that both branes are initially aligned along the 3-direction separated
by a distance L, and that we then rotate the (say) second brane by an angle . Thus
before the rotation both branes extend along the 123-directions. Since they carry string
charge along the 2-direction and D0-brane charge, the BI 2-forms Fk (k = 1; 2) on their
worldvolumes are
Fk = Ek dX
1 ^ dX2 + Bk dX2 ^ dX3 ; (4.16)
where for the moment we keep the values of the electric and magnetic elds arbitrary.





@−1 + E2k − B2k 2Ek −2EkBk−2Ek −1 + E2k + B2k 2Bk
−2EkBk −2Bk −1−E2k + B2k
1
A ; (4.17)
where the normalization factor is
C(Fk) =
q







Figure 2: Setup of D2 branes at an angle.











Note that we have kept the ‘plus’ sign in (4.4) for both branes because we are assuming
that we start with two parallel branes of the same type, i.e. either with two D-branes or
with two anti-D-branes. As mentioned above, the D-brane/anti-D-brane case is achieved
by setting  = .
The matrix M2 () describing the second brane after the rotation is now obtained from
that before the rotation M2 by conjugation with the rotation matrix m(), as in (4.6).











cos 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in the spinor representation.
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Now we are ready to evaluate the vacuum energy (4.12) explicitly. The zero-mode
factor (4.14) is given by
Z0(F1 ; F2 ) =
p
(1 + E21 + B
2









3 + E21 + E
2










1 (1 + E
2
2 ) + 2B
2
2 (1 + E
2
1 )
+4B1B2 (1 + E1E2 ) cos + (1 + E
2
1 )(1 + E
2
2 ) cos 2

: (4.23)
In the supersymmetric case Z0 = 0 and hence the vacuum energy Z vanishes exactly,
showing that there is no force between the branes. To see this, recall that for a supertube
with arbitrary shape we have E = 1 and the only restriction on B is that it does
not change sign along the curve. The rst condition becomes E1 = E2 = i after
Euclideanization, in which case
Z0 = 8 (jB1B2 j −B1B2 ) = 0 ; (4.24)
which vanishes since B1 and B2 have equal signs by virtue of the second condition.
Furthermore, setting Ek = i + "k and expanding Z0 for small "k one nds that the rst
terms are of order "2, as expected from 1/4-supersymmetry.
We now turn to evaluate Zosc. This can be done by redening the oscillators in (4.10):
In ! UIJJn ; I−n ! U yIJJ−n ;
San ! VabSbn ; Sa−n ! V yabSb−n ; (4.25)
where the unitary matrices U and V are dened so that they diagonalize the T -generators
(4.11) of the relative rotation Mrel, that is,

























Note that since Mrel is eectively a rotation in the 1234-directions it is characterized by
only two angles 1 and 2. These can be extracted from the relations









2 − 2TrM2rel − 16

; (4.28)
where the traces are in the spinor representation (recall that the vector representation
of M does not distinguish between brane and anti-brane). A straightforward calculation
shows that for supersymmetric congurations 1 = 2 = 0.






n=1(1− q2neiβ+)2(1− q2ne−iβ+)2(1− q2neiβ−)2(1− q2ne−iβ−)2Q1
n=1(1− q2n)4(1− q2neiβ1)(1− q2ne−iβ1)(1− q2neiβ2)(1− q2ne−iβ2)
P(t; ; L) ;
(4.29)
where q = e−pit and the factor
P(t; ; L) =
(
V2 (2
2t)−3 j sin j−1 if  6= 0 mod;
V3 (2
2t)−7/2 exp (−L2=2t) if  = 0 mod;
(4.30)
arises essentially from the delta-functions in (4.7) (see the Appendix). In particular, the
constants V2 and V3 are the (innite) volumes of the branes in the 12- and 123-directions
respectively.









































j it 1 (β22pi j it P(t; ; L) : (4.31)
The presence or absence of an open string tachyon is most clearly exhibited in the short

















































Since the argument of 1 is now imaginary, the behaviour of the integrand in the short
cylinder limit, t0 !1, is given by
e−t
0(L2−pijβ1−β2j)/2pi +O(e−pit0) if  = 0 mod ;
et
0jβ1−β2j/2 +O(e−pit0) if  6= 0 mod :
(4.33)
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Thus we see that in the case of parallel branes, i.e. for  = 0 mod , Zosc diverges for
separations L2  j1−2j, whereas in the case of truly intersecting branes, Zosc diverges
except if 1 = 2 = 0. These divergences signal the appearance of a tachyonic instability.
Supersymmetric congurations are free of this instability, as we wanted to see, since in
this case 1 = 2 = 0.
5. Discussion
We have generalized the 1/4-supersymmetric D2-brane supertube with circular cross-
section [6], to one with an arbitrary cross-section. This obviously includes the system of
a parallel 1/4-supersymmetric D2-brane and anti-D2-brane of [9] as a special case. In
many respects, this result is counter-intuitive. While it is not dicult to imagine how a
circular tube may be supported from collapse by angular momentum, it is less obvious
how this is possible when the cross-section is non-circular: one would imagine that a
non-circular cross-section would imply a clash between the need for angular momentum
to prevent collapse and the need for time-independence of the energy density to preserve
supersymmetry. Of course this problem already arose for the elliptical supertube found
in [9] but that was found in the context of the Matrix model and, as we have pointed
out, the implications for supertube congurations of results in Matrix Theory are not
immediately clear. Nevertheless, it was the results of [9] that motivated us to re-examine
the assumption of circular symmetry for supertubes in the DBI context, and on nding
that any cross-section is possible, to re-examine the reasons underlying the stability of
the supertube.
We identied three sources of instability in the Introduction. The most obvious one
is the potential local instability due to D2-brane tension and we have now dealt fairly
exhaustively with that. In particular, we have seen how the D2-brane charge in the
spacetime supersymmetry algebra can be ‘cancelled’ by the linear momentum generated
by the BI elds; this for example allows a D2-brane extending to innity (and hence
carrying a net charge) to have an arbitrary cross-section while preserving supersymmetry.
This simple mechanism of ‘brane-charge cancellation by momentum’ may have other
applications.
A second potential instability is due to long-range supergravity forces. This was dealt
with for a supertube with a circular cross-section in [10], but it was noted there that
any instability arises from the region arbitrarily close to the D2-brane source, where the
solution becomes that of a planar D2-brane. Thus, the stability analysis of [10] actually
applies locally and is therefore independent of the shape of the cross-section.
Finally, there is a potential source of instability due to tachyon condensation, and one
of the principal purposes of this paper has been to demonstrate that no tachyons appear
in the spectrum of open strings ending on a supertube. We have accomplished slightly
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less than this since existing methods apply only to planar branes. Specically, we have
shown that no tachyons appear in the spectrum of open strings connecting any two tan-
gent planes of the supertube. This includes the case of strings connecting a D2-brane with
an anti-D2-brane, provided that the DBI elds are those required for the preservation of
1/4 supersymmetry.
Note added in proof: While this paper was type-written we received [15], which over-
laps with our Section 4.
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A. Appendix
In this appendix we briefly explain how the P-factor in Zosc arises. For clarity, we explic-
itly put hats on operators.
Consider the general case of two Dp-branes whose projections on the 34-plane are as
in Figure 2, which otherwise extend along p common directions (collectively denoted as
Xk) and which lie at the positions x?1 and x
?
2 in the overall transverse directions. At the




The P-factor in Zosc arises is
P = hp = 0j ?2 q
Pˆ2
2 ?1 jp = 0i  PkP3−4P? ; (A.1)
where q = e−pit,
Pk = hpk=0jpk=0i ;
P3−4 = hp3=p4=0j(X^ 03) q
Pˆ23
2 (X^3 − L)jp3=p4=0i ;
P? = hp?=0j (X^? − x?2 ) q
Pˆ2?
2 (X^? − x?1 )jp?=0i ; (A.2)
and
X^ 03 = cos  X^3 + sin  X^4 : (A.3)
The rst factor is just the p-dimensional (innite) volume of the directions common to
both branes, Pk = Vp . The second one is easily evaluated by rst introducing an integral
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2 hp3=p4=0j (cos  X^3 + sin  X^4) jp3=k, p4=0i ; (A.4)












ikx3 (cos  x3 + sin  x4) : (A.5)
Now we need to distinguish two cases. If sin  6= 0, then integrating rst over x4 we get











j sin j : (A.6)





















where ‘ is the (innite) length of the 4-direction.










































if  = 0 mod ;
(A.9)
where Vp+1 = Vp‘.
Specializing to the case of interest for us yields (4.30).
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